Abstract. Most analytical formulas used to model moisture retention in unsaturated porous media have been developed for the wet range and are unsuitable for applications in which low water contents are important. We have developed two models that fit the entire range from saturation to oven dryness in a practical and physically realistic way with smooth, continuous functions that have few parameters. Both models incorporate a power law and a logarithmic dependence of water content on suction, differing in how these two components are combined. In one model, functions are added together (model "sum"); in the other they are joined smoothly together at a discrete point (model "junction"). Both models also incorporate recent developments that assure a continuous derivative and force the function to reach zero water content at a finite value of suction that corresponds to oven dryness. The models have been tested with seven sets of water retention data that each cover nearly the entire range. The three-parameter sum model fits all data well and is useful for extrapolation into the dry range when data for it are unavailable. The two-parameter junction model fits most data sets almost as well as the sum model and has the advantage of being analytically integrab!e for convenient use with capillary-bundle models to obtain the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity.
Introduction
In numerical modeling of water flow and solute transport in unsaturated porous media a simple analytical function is desirable and often necessary for representing the water retention curve, the relation between water content and matric suction. Usually, a mathematical function is chosen and its parameter values are determined by a regression analysis on the available data [Bruce and Luxmoore, 1986] . closer to zero. Thus it would be of great value to have a model that can reliably extrapolate the water retention curve beyond the driest measured point.
Another issue related to traditional water retention models is that they either do not allow water content to be zero, an assumption that is physically unrealistic [Nimmo, 1991] , or they allow it to be zero only at infinite suction. In practice, zero water content is defined as oven dryness, which corresponds to a finite suction. Ross et al. [1991] proposed a correction of the Brooks-Corey model that makes water content 0 = 0 at a finite value of suction •a approximating oven dryness. The value of q•,t depends on the temperature, pressure, and humidity in which the soil is dried' unfortunately, the procedure is imperfectly standardized and can be subject to different conditions in different laboratories [Gardner, 1986] . For the typical case of oven drying at 10, -110øC in a room at 50•.• relative humidity how'ever, the value ofqra = 10 7 cm water proposed by Ross et al. [1991] is reasonably accurate. The Ross et al. [1991] correction improves the modeling of soil water retentivity in the low water content range, but it leaves room for further improvements in terms of goodness of fit and physical inlerpretation, especially regarding modeling over the whole range of saturation.
A modification of the van Genuchten model has been
proposed by Campbell and Shiozawa [1992] for improving fits to dry range data. Their equation fits the data very well in the range considered, but it has tbur parameters, one more than the most commonly used form of the van Genuchten equation. Other disadvantages are that the water content 701 702 ROSSI AND NIMMO: MODELING OF SOIL WATER RETENTION theoretically goes to zero only at infinity and that it tends to an infinite value when the suction approaches zero.
In the present study we investigate possible improvements in modeling soil water retentivity with the goal of developing practical models, still physically realistic, that can represent with the minimum possible number of parameters the retention curve over the entire range of saturation. This investigation has led to two models based on the same assumptions but differing in mathematical details.
Theory
For physical realism and to prevent problems in numerical calculations, a water retention model must be analytically represented by a continuous function with at least a continuous first derivative. In this paper, functions with these characteristics will be designated as smooth.
In general, a second-order continuous function would be desirable in order to guarantee the specific water capacity function, defined as dO/d•, to be a smooth function also. In this study, however, we address the less strict requirements that the retention curve be smooth and the specific water capacity be continuous. tested the proportionality of 0 to the logarithm of suction and found that it gave good fits to low-0 measurements. There are then two different behaviors to be represented in our soil water retention models: a power law behavior at high and medium water content where the capillary retention mechanism is dominant and a logarithmic behavior at low water contents where adsorption is dominant.
The two models we propose here differ in how these two components are combined: The sum model considers the two functions added, whereas the junction model considers the two components jointed together. The two models are characterized by a different mathematical formulation and a different number of fitting parameters that result in some differences in the goodness of fit and differences in applicability for various purposes.
It should be noted that every analytic model has several parameters, some of which can be directly determined from The junction model has the advantage that it is integrahie in closed form for use in a conductivity model such as that of Mualem [1976] . According to this model, the relative hydraulic conductivity, the ratio between the unsaturated and saturated hydraulic conductivity, can be expressed as 
Without tests against reliable data the accuracy of the prediction of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity through !7)
and (8) is not known.
Results and Discussion
Both models presented above were tested with data from The parameters 0s and 4t,/were fixed in accordance with measured data. axP d = I x 10 7 cm water. bxpa = 5 x 107 cm water.
the other two soils, although the values of the standard deviation are still low, the junction model works less well in the low water content range, evident mainly on the log-log plots. It is expected that in some degree the junction model will provide fits inferior to those of the sum model, since it is characterized by one fewer parameter. The high quality of the fits at low theta supports the importance of the logarithmic component. The log-log plots in Figures I and 2 show how the observed data deviate from the simple power law tbrmula, dropping faster to zero water content, whereas both the sum and junction models follow the real data behavior. This result is clear also from In order to assess the ability of the model to extrapolate observed data in the dry range, regression analyses have been performed on subsets of data that exclude all measured points with suction greater than a certain cutoff value W cWhere the'value of We is known, this procedure is in effect less an extrapolation than an interpolation between the measurements and We, but we refer to it as extrapolation since the modeling is out of the range of measured data. We 
Conclusions
We have proposed two models that realistically represent the soil water retention curve over the whole range of saturation with no more than three parameters. Both models are based on a power law function supplemented with a logarithmic function relating water content to suction in the high suction range. One model combines the power law with the logarithmic formula using a summation, w"hereas the other combines them using a junction. They both are continuous functions with continuous derivatives and have simple mathematical formulations.
The sum model, using three parameters, provides good fits over the whole range of saturation for all soil types considered. The reliability of this model, particularly in the high suction range, is also reflected in the h•gh-quality extrapolation that it gives when fitted to limited data subsets. The results also confirm the appropriateness of the use of a finite value of suction for zero water content.
The junction mežtel gives good fits for most media analyzed. With two parameters, as many as the original BrooksCorey model assuming Os to be known, it •mproves the soil water retention modeling at low water contents. One of the junction model's advantages is that it is analytically integrable for easy use in a conductivity model such as Mualem's [1976] .
The goodness of fit of both models to measured data supports the validity of the assumption of proportionality between soil water content and logarithm of suction in the low water content range. The combination of this logarithmic dependence with other formulations developed for the high water content range produces a model that is practical and realistic from saturation to oven dwness.
